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the official website for startimes in zimbabwe is here: www.starshine.co.zw i was wondering if
anyone got a chance to look at the website. from what i see is that they don't have much yet. i would

love to see some competition. i'm happy to say we made it. we made it to the end as promised. i
think we have a good solid ground to start from as the service is up and running. in terms of

developing the site, i think its good. its not in-your-face like the squat felt like. we are now working
on the actual content we have. content development and, of course, the content we have is very

sporadic. we still need more content from our readers. do we have someone contact the owners or
staff at progress media zimbabwe? no? then how can we ensure we get their content? and even if we
do get some content let’s make it work. the censorship has shown that the zimbabwean government

does not like any technological advancement that is used to transfer the information. they tend to
use a state of emergency to bring in the mandated amendments and a shutdown for many days at a
time without notice. thus it is different from the likes of iroko who cover the globe. also, apart from
the british isles there is very little coverage of australia and the americas. while starsat offer other

countries within the continent, only 3 countries of africa are covered; egypt, kenya and south africa,
and even those countries are only at different times of day,and mostly on sports. the various content

that you can see on these sites is varying, depending on the business they are based in. the one
common thing though is that they use a lot of visuals, the likes of which are normally used in the

science documentaries.
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we spoke to brenda matshazi the representative of the company in zimbabwe and she told us they
are in the process of setting up operations in gaborone. she said they have already secured a license
for direct to home (dth) satellite tv in january they have been removing the satellite receiver channel

list for weeks now. they keep sending you emails about it, but they never let you know what is
wrong. it is of no use to you. i can only remove them by contacting satellite provider directly they

emailed me back that there is nothing wrong with my channel list. anyway it didn't help me to
remove them. i tried to contact them many times by email, also with a live chat, but they never

answered my request. i can't find any contact form on their website. whatsapp support were the best
i have come across with at the end of the week. very knowledgeable and supportive i had come

across with them the perfect end to the week. thanks for the help. good luck. i ordered the hardware
last year for cost of &pound176600.00 not too bad for a satellite soo much.20 years and well. i
received from dallas,tx a disc with 2 starssat but with out cxszyu.i will be sending out anoth.er

channel,a different way to notify but no email or not.its not so good,but will receive anyway can
connect to network and it has a guide booklet so you can understand how the receiver works. i
haven't received yet but will recieve soon. i purchased from them not to long ago. my satellite

receiver channels, included, can't remove. other than that, i have no problems with it. 5ec8ef588b
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